
Spelling Lesson 10 – Jose, Born to Dance 
learn  Sentence: I will learn how to write at school. Definition: to gain knowledge of  

dirty  Sentence: He fell in the mud and got his pants dirty. Definition: the opposite of clean  

worn  Sentence: The pants are so worn that they have holes. Definition: damaged by excessive use  

sore  Sentence: I hurt my ankle and now it is sore. Definition: painful or causing distress  

thirst  Sentence: I quench my thirst with water on a hot day. Definition: a need for water or other liquid  

burn  Sentence: Do not burn your hand on the hot stove. Definition: to hurt, mark or damage with fire or heat  

record  Sentence: The record of events tells what happened. Definition: body of known facts about something  

cure  Sentence: A scientist found a cure for the disease. Definition: a treatment that restores health 

board   Sentence: Use a flat wooden board to make a shelf. Definition: a long plank usually made of wood  

course  Sentence: I like my math course in school. Definition: class or plan of study  

worth  Sentence: The fine painting is worth a lot of money. Definition: having a specific value, deserving of  

early  Sentence: He was an early riser, so the kitchen was empty. Definition: happening before an expected or 
usual time  

return  Sentence: We will go home and return to work tomorrow. Definition: to come or go back  

pure  Sentence: This ring is pure, uncontaminated gold. Definition: free from taint or contaminants, not mixed  

world  Sentence: I will sail around the world and visit all countries. Definition: the planet Earth; an entire realm  

search  Sentence: She will search for her lost earring. Definition: to look carefully for something  

worse  Sentence: My cold became worse before it became better. Definition: comparatively more harmful or 
bad  

thirteen  Sentence: Six plus seven equals thirteen.  Definition: the number after twelve and before fourteen  

sport  Sentence: Basketball is my favorite sport. Definition: an athletic activity  

current  Sentence: The current year is the one we are in now. Definition: presently occurring or prevalent 


